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Abstract

An extensive set of resonance excitation profiles and the corresponding depolarization dispersion profiles of
the vibrational bands of iodine in solution were determined. The resultsof the experiments are compared to
the results of detailed calculations. The calculations are based on the gas phase potentialsof iodine. Overall
agreement is good for the noninteracting solvents considered here. However, there are a mmiber of discre-,
pancies, which suggest that higher iodine states — perhaps charge transfer states involving the solvent -r-
contribute to the Raman cross section in the visible region of the spectrum. A number of other smalleffects,
such as rotation of iodine in the excited states, also contribute.
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One day in the Spring of 1969, I knocked at the door of C. V. Raman's residence in
Bangalore. I had come despite the warnings of my friends at the l.I.Sc. and the
forbidding sign that Raman had erected beside his front gate. However, the Rainans
greeted me with enthusiasm and Raman showed me his latest work, while Mrs. Raman
made tea. We spent a very enjoyable few hours together. Raman weis eager to discuss
both his recent work and that of years past. He continued to relish hisolderwork and
restate his sometimes controversial positions from long ago. A month later I met with
Professor Charles Coulson in Oxford. When I recounted some of Raman's conversation,
he said, "That's just what he said to me at a meeting in 1937!" One of Raman's lifelong
interests was the color of things, especially his prized flowers. It iswith this inmind thatI
discuss in this paper the effect of changing the color of the excitation on the Raman
Effect of the well-known colored solutions of l2-

Two observations led to this investigation. The first is the profound changes in the
relative intensity of the iodine fundamental and its overtones as the frequency of the
exciting laser is changed throughout the visible band. The second and more unusual
observation is that the Raman bands apparently shift as the color of the laser is changed
(fig- !)'•

The visible spectrum of I2 is one of the spectra most thoroughlystudied by molecular
spectroscopy. The electronic states of I2have been particularly well characterized in the
spectral region that contributes to the visible absorption and fluorescence spectra^"^
The potential energy curves for the states that contribute to the visible absorption are
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Fig. 1. High-resolution Raman spectra of the fundamental (A) and first overtone (B) of I, in /j-hexane. Each
spectrum is labeled with the laser excitation wavelength. The changes that occur in the band shapes and posi.
tions are due to the relative resonance enhancements of the hot bands. The frequency scale for each spectrum
of the overtone was calibrated relative to the n-hexane band at 370 cm The band at 402 cm"» is another
solvent band.

shown in fig. 2^. The low-resolution spectrum of I2 vapor is shown in fig. 3. The total
absoq)tion band is composed of three parts. About 5% of the total absorption is due to

Xtransition, which gives rise to the weak low-frequency wing. At the high-
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ctflt energy curves for the electronicstates ofI2 that contribute to the visible absorption
spectrum. The dashed line at2.67 Arepresents the
equilibrium internuclear distance for ground state
h (redrawn from ref. 6).
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Fig. 3. The low-resolution absorption spectrum of
h vapor. The solid line is the total absorption, the
contribution of the A X transition is represented
by the dashed line, the contribution of the
transition is represented by the dot-dashed line, and
the contribution of the B<—X transition is repre
sented by the dash-dashed line. Note that the diffe
rence between the A<--X and the total absorption
is negligible below 14,500cm" ^ The totalspectrum
and the breakdown into contributingtransitions jare
plotted from the table of values in ref. 2. The
bumpiness in the B«--X spectrum is the result of
residual vibrational structure.
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frequency side the B" «- Xtransition appears, a^unts for 22% of the absorp
tion. The main B«-X transition accounts for 73/« of the absorption.

The properties of iodine in solution have been of interest to sdentists for at least a
century'. Most spectral studies of iodine in solufon have
interactions between h and the solvent®. Recently, much attention has ^n focu^ on
the effect of solvents on the predissociation of Uand subsequent recombination of the I

Theory predicts that, in the resonance region, the R^an spectrum of I2 wiU depend
on the frequency ofthe laser and on the interaction of the solvent with the excited states
of the spectroscopically active molecule. The differential cross section for the Raman
cross-section of a randomly oriented gas phase molecule is given by

do-

dft y he j v%vl S lsp<^P<TivLJ^F)laL
p(T

(1)

where the elements of the polarizability tensor, ap„, are given by

_ ^F\u.'eZ\E> <E\px.-eM>
—X Vr— Pi —Vi —iTeve—vi—vl

Here / and F are the initial and final states ofthe molecule and the summation over Eis
over all the states of the molecule, vs, vl, and v/ are the energies (in cm ) of the
scattered light the incident laser, the intermediate state E and the initial state I, respec
tively. r is the width of the intermediate state. The polarization vectors of thescattered
photons, Cp and the incident photon, are referred to the molecular-fixed fi-ame. The
direction cosines Is and / l covert this frame to the laboratory frame of reference. A
number of steps are required to convert this formula to usable form. The averages over
the direction cosine elements are taken and lead to expressions involving specific
components of the a-tensor The dipole matrix elements such as <F| /a |/> are separated
into electronic andvibrational parts by invoking the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation.
Finally, the appropriate index of refraction corrections for the presence of the solvent
are made.

The results of the calculations are formulas for the total differential cross-section and
for the polarization ratio in terms of the components of the polarizability. For I2 there
are two such components, ayy where yis the molecular axis, and where 0 is^an axis
perpendicular to y. For the B X transition,the only non-zero terms areinUyy, and for
the A <—X and B" X transitions only the survive. As a consequence, the depolari
zation ratio would be 1/8 if only the A and B" states contribute to the Raman cross-
section and 1/3 if only the B state contributes.

We have made four typesof measurements andcompared the results to detailed calcu-
lations^^-^^. In doing this, we had two goals iff mind. The first is to provide a compre
hensive test of the theory of the resonance effect and to resolve various contradictions in
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the literature. The second is todetermine the properties ofthe excited states ofI2 in solu
tion. As we shall see, the information available from resonance Raman spectroscopy is
complementary to that from absorption spectroscopy.

The four types of measurements are; (1) The resonance excitation profile, REP; that
is, the change of intensity ofthe various I2 Raman bands as a function ofthe frequency of
the exciting laser. This measurement was done in /j-hexane, a rather non-interacting
solvent. (2) The depolarization dispersion profiles which wc call DDPs; that is, the varia
tion of the depolarization ratio versus frequency of the exciting laser. (3) The REPs in
other non-interacting solvents. (4) The variation of the band shapes of the I2 Raman
spectrum with laser frequency.

It is worthwhile to digress to consider the theory of the resonance Raman Effect
further. In eqn (2), the T in the denominator is the lifetime of the excited state for a gas
phase molecule. For a molecule in condensed phase, the correctness of using T to
account for interactions with the surroundings is not so clear. We followed the formu
lation of Mukamel'"' which shows that T is 1/72 for the intermediate state. Mukamel's
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Fig. 4. The experimental (dashed line) and calculated (solid line) visible absorption spectrum of I2 in n-
hexane. The anharmonic ground state, discussed inthetext, was used for all calculations ofh inM-hexane. The
calculation parameters are: T = 20cm-'; 0, the inhomogeneous width, = 400cm"'; and T = 300K. The
calculated spectrum is fairly insensitive toF< lOOcm"'. The intensity of the Bstate absorption was matched
usmg L = 1.75 as a solution correction factor. The width of the spectrum was matched by adjusting 0. The
calculated spectrum fits less accurately in the high and low frequency wings where the A and B" states
dominate.
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Fig. 5. Calculated and experimental REPs for the I. fundamental in
The data points with error bars are our experimental values (theerror

strength are both determined by the absorption spectrum.

formulas contain separate terms for the resonance Raman scattering and the resonance
fluorescence. The latter is very broad and we ignore it m what foUows.

The total resonance Raman intensity varies with F instark
an absorption spectrum which is of course invariant to the width of the states. Thus a
measurement of the absolute intensity of the Raman Effect determines , proyi e wehave amodel of the ^?Sc states that allows us to calculate the
(2). To determine these we assume that the electronic states of h are the same in hexMe
as they areTn the aas pia^l However, we do modify the ground state vibrational states
in hexane and the other solvents we have used to match the observed armonici y or
each onei«. Our calculations match the observed absorption spectrum weU, as shown in
fig. 4^®.

We take up the Raman Effect experimental results in 5shows the
nance excitation profile for the h fundamental. Also on the figure are the results of
calculations which we discuss in a moment. Figure 6 shows the data for the first and
second overtones of I2. In applying the gas phase electronic data to the solution spec^a,
we chose a value ofTto give the best fit. The best choice for Tis about 20 cm and gives
an excellent overall fit, but there are a number of discrepancies. Note that
mental points are higher than calculated ones at the high-frequency side of the REP of
the fundamental and at the peak of the REP of the first overtone.
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Fig. 6. Calculated and experimental REPs for the first (A) and second (B) overtones in «-hexane. The error
bars on the experimental poims are ± 10% as in fig. 5. The parameters for .the calculations are T= 20cm-'
(dashed lines) and F- 15 cm ^(solid lines). Note that F is the only adjustable parameter and the ordinate
scale is absolute.

To obtain a better fit, we consider the depolarization dispersion profiles and also vary
the calculations systematically to test various effects of the solution excited states.
Figure 7 shows the new calculations with the same data for the REPof the fundamental.
Also shown is the DDP of the fundamental. Near the center of the absorption bands the
DDP is almost 1/3, the value for the Bstate alone, as expected. At the low- and high-
frequency wings of the band the DDP changes away from 1/3 as the A, B", and other
degenerate states participate. We show similar information for the first overtone in
tjg. 8. In an-attempt to resolve the discrepancies mentioned, we included the contri
bution from the Dstate in the calculation. The Dstate is at much higher energy in the
i^lated I2 molecule at about 54,000cm It contributes to the Raman spectrum near
the I2 visible absorption band through the B-D cross term that appears in the expression
for the polarizability squared. As seen in figs 7 and 8, the fundamental REP is still in
disagreement as before, but the overtone REP is in rather better agreement. This is
partly due to arecalibration of the absolute intensity, which is based on comparison with
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Fig. 7. (A) Calculated and experimental REPs for the I2 fundamental in hexane plotted on an absolute s^e.
as in fig. 5 but with more data points and 15% error bars. These points were rescaled to our value of t^
absolute cross section at 5145 A. The homogeneous linewidths, ordamping factors, are as follow:
12cm-', 15cm-— 20cm- SOcm"and +++SOcm"'. The inhomogeneous h^widA ^dthe
solvent effect on the transition strength are both determined by the absorption spectrum. The Dstate k
included in the calculation. (B) The calculated and experimental depolarization dispersion c^es of the I2
fundamental in hexane. The circled data points between 17,000 and ^SOOcm"* represent toe ^ date^^
these frequencies. The triangles represent normalized data. Below 17,000cm and above ^I'̂ OOcm Aere
was no need to normalize the data. The error bars are drawn to ±10%. The ^alcjJataon p^eters ^as m
(A) with r = 15cm- '. The solid line includes the Dstate contribution, while the dash^ hne neglects tlm
contribution. The horizontal lines at 1/3 and 1/8 represent the depolanzauon ratios ifonly nondegenerate or
doubly degenerate states, respectively, contribute to the Raman cross-sectoons.

the benzene 992 band. The calculated DDPs are in better agreement for the fundamental
than for the first overtone (fig. 8) or the second overtone (not shown).

Various possibilities were tried to resolve the discrepancies between theory and calcu
lation. Perhaps the most interesting of these considers the addition of an iodine-solvent
charge-transfer state to the set of Raman-active states in order to raise the REP in the
high-frequency wing. This possibility is subject to experimental test. We repeated our
REP measurements in perfluorohexane and in chloroform^^ Hexane is thought to have
a contact charge-transfer state with I2 in contrast to perfluorohexane, which is not
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Fig. 8. The calculated and experimental REPs forthefirst overtone ofI2 inhexane. The error bars are drawn
to ±15%. The parameters are the same as in fig. 7 except that the —curve was calculated with T ?=
lOcm" ^
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Fig. 9. The UV-visible absorption spectrum of U
in Ai-hexane and in perfluorohexane. The top spec
trum is I2 in «-hexane which has been offset by 0.08
absorbance units to distinguish the two spectra.
Note the strong absorption band appearing in the
UV spectrum of I2 in hexane but not in the spec
trum of I2 in perfluorohexane.
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Fig. 10. The calculated and experimental REPs of
the I2 fundamental in perfluorohexane. The error
bars are drawn to ± 10%. The curves were all calcu
lated with r = 15cm~^. The dashed line was calcu
lated with the D state contribution with 1/lixd Î =
40 D^, the solid line was calculated with |/xxdP =
25 D^, and the dot-dashed line was calculated with
no D state contribution.
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Fig. 11. Raman spectra of the I2 fundamental fit
with Lorentzian lines spaced according to the
known anharmonicity of I2 in hexane. The diffe
rence between the experimental spectrum and the
total fit is plotted to scale beneath each spectrum.
The contributions from the various initial states are

as follows: i = 0 ( ), i = 1 ( ^),
i = 3 ( ) and i = 4 ( ). The excitation
frequencies are (A) 4579 A (21,840 cm-^),(B) 5145 A
(19,435cm-and (C) 5945A (16,810cm-
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thought to have one~". Chloroform should, of course, have a stronger charge-transfer
complex than hexane. Figure 9shows the UV-visible absorption spectrum oft in both
«-hexane and in perfluorohexane. It shows the absorption from the charge-transfer
complex in hexane and the lack of such an absorption in perfluorohexane.

Figure 10 shows the REP of I2 in perfluorohexane together with the results of the
appropriate calculations. Calculations were again tried both with and without inc u mg
the possible contribution ofthe Dstate. As the figure shows, the experimental points are
higher than the theoretical ones, just as for the data in hexane. The results or c oro
form are very similar.

It is remarkable that the fit of theory and experiment are so similar for the REPs of h
in «-hexane, n-perfluorohexane and chloroform. All of these give a width of about
15 cm" ' for the levels ofthe upper electronic states. This suggests that the width is due to
simple thermal fluctuations of thesolvents since the three solvents do not ermuc m
the magnitude of these fluctuations.

Let us go back and consider the curious phenomenon we mentioned at the beginning:
the I2 Raman bands shiftwith a change inexciting frequency. Inall
so far, we took spectra at relatively low resolution and ignored any smaU shifts. Now we
consider spectra taken at higher resolution (fig. 1). Each Raman band is made up of
both a transition to the ground vibrational state (for example, 1^ ) ut so o an
(2^1 3 2 2—> 3 etc ) Figure 11 shows a fit of such a hot band sequence to the
observed bands taken with different exciting frequencies. It shows that the components
that make up an individual vibration shift drastically with excitation and so appear to
shift the vibrational band.

The observed bands can be resolved into components at each exciting frequency and
SO we can derive REPs for each component. Again we can compare wth the resul s o
calculations; such acomparison for the fundamental over apart of the frequency range is
shown in fig. 12. Discrepancies between experiment and calculation ^e ^vious at Ae
low-frequency side of the data. Agreement is good in the middle and high-frequency side
(not shown) and for the first overtone (not shown).

It is difficult to appreciate the details of the small shifts in the calculated and
DDPs due to avariety of causes and to compare all of these to the
Much more detail is available in the original papers . Here, we summanz g
lights of our studies.

We have measured the REPs of the fundamental and first two overtones of I2 in
n-hexane and placed these profiles on an absolute intensity scale. We have also
measured the absolute REP of the h fundamental in perfluorohexane and placed the
previously reported REPs of chloroform on an absolute intensity sc^e. We have mea
sured both thedepolarization dispersion profiles and relative intensities of the hot bands
in the I2 bands in hexane. We have compared all of these tocalculations, based on gas
phase values of the excited state parameters.

In all three solvents, the REPs fit best with an excited state homogeneous width of
about 15cm~^, which translates into 0.3 ps. For each fundamental REP, the major
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Fig. 12. The calculated and experimental bandshapes for the isotropic part of the I, fundamental. The inten
sity ofthe strongest transition ateach listed excitation frequency is assigned a value ofone, and the other tran
sitions are drawn to this scale. The transitions are numbered by indicating the lower vibrational state. F =
15cm ' and the D state is included in the calculation.
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discrepancy between calculation and experiment is in the high-frequency wing of the I2
visible absorption band.

The calculated and experimental depolarization dispersion profiles are in good agree
ment, if it is assumed that the B" state is blue shifted about 100cm ^relative to the B
state. We note that this small 'shift' may well be due to inaccuracies in tlie gas phase
values or to a solution shift. The consistently high experimental depolarization ratiosare
also explained, in part, by rotation of the I2 molecule intheexcited electronic state. The
intensity distributions of the ground and hot band transitions show good agreement for
the first overtone, but again there is disagreement for the fundamental.

It appears that there is a contribution missing from the calculation for the funda
mental. Although the addition of another state to the calculation would tend to increase
the intensity in the wings as needed to approve agreement, it would alldecrease the peak
of the REP. This would result from the effect of the cross term between the new state
and the B state. Such a decrease is not observed. However, the addition of contributions
from a number of further states plus small shifts in the I2potentials from those that occur
for the isolated molecule will undoubtedly fit our data. More data are needed. The most
useful would be in the UV region where the additional states are expected to lie.
Another interesting direction is to consider the REPs and DDPs of much stronger -
l2-benzene complexes, a direction we are now pursuing.
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